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However, when lingering touches turn to whispered words and hot, searching stares, she begins to wonder if maybe she should take a leap of faith. But Stu is in her class for a reason, and it has nothing to do with love. He's there to burrow his
way into her life and repay a debt, otherwise his family will suffer. Andie is the first person to show him true kindness since he left prison, and though he doesn't want to mislead her, he doesn't have another choice. Before long, Stu can't tell
whether or not he's acting anymore, and his feelings for Andie could throw all of his carefully crafted plans into complete and utter disarray. ***Thief of Hearts is a contemporary romance and can be read as a complete standalone.***
When Queens Ride By-Olive White Fortenbacher 1932
The Beautiful Truth-Mark Anthony 2016-08-10 This is the poetry of good vibrations, higher callings, and unbridled passions; this is poetry with heart and soul, poetry with a purpose; This is poetry that lifts you up with the beautiful truth.
A Soft Place to Fall-Tammy Falkner 2013-03-30
The Vapors-David Hill 2020-07-07 "Complex, turbulent, as haunting as a pedal steel solo" —Jonathan Miles, The New York Times Book Review (Editors' Choice) "One of 21 books we can't wait to read in 2020" —Thrillist | A New York Times Book
Review summer reading pick | A GQ best book of 2020 | Named one of the 10 best July books by The Washington Post and The Christian Science Monitor | A Kirkus Reviews hottest summer read | A Publishers Weekly summer reads staff pick
The incredible true story of America's original—and forgotten—capital of vice Back in the days before Vegas was big, when the Mob was at its peak and neon lights were but a glimmer on the horizon, a little Southern town styled itself as a
premier destination for the American leisure class. Hot Springs, Arkansas was home to healing waters, Art Deco splendor, and America’s original national park—as well as horse racing, nearly a dozen illegal casinos, countless backrooms and
brothels, and some of the country’s most bald-faced criminals. Gangsters, gamblers, and gamines: all once flocked to America’s forgotten capital of vice, a place where small-town hustlers and bigtime high-rollers could make their fortunes, and
hide from the law. The Vapors is the extraordinary story of three individuals—spanning the golden decades of Hot Springs, from the 1930s through the 1960s—and the lavish casino whose spectacular rise and fall would bring them together
before blowing them apart. Hazel Hill was still a young girl when legendary mobster Owney Madden rolled into town in his convertible, fresh off a crime spree in New York. He quickly established himself as the gentleman Godfather of Hot
Springs, cutting barroom deals and buying stakes in the clubs at which Hazel made her living—and drank away her sorrows. Owney’s protégé was Dane Harris, the son of a Cherokee bootlegger who rose through the town’s ranks to become
Boss Gambler. It was his idea to build The Vapors, a pleasure palace more spectacular than any the town had ever seen, and an establishment to rival anything on the Vegas Strip or Broadway in sophistication and supercharged glamour. In this
riveting work of forgotten history, native Arkansan David Hill plots the trajectory of everything from organized crime to America’s fraught racial past, examining how a town synonymous with white gangsters supported a burgeoning black
middle class. He reveals how the louche underbelly of the South was also home to veterans hospitals and baseball’s spring training grounds, giving rise to everyone from Babe Ruth to President Bill Clinton. Infused with the sights and sounds of
America’s entertainment heyday—jazz orchestras and auctioneers, slot machines and suited comedians—The Vapors is an arresting glimpse into a bygone era of American vice.
The Red Tent-Anita Diamant 2009-09-18 In The Red Tent Anita Diamant brings the fascinating biblical character of Dinah to vivid life. Her name is Dinah. In the Bible her fate is merely hinted at in a brief and violent detour within the verses of
the Book of Genesis that recount the life of Jacob and his infamous dozen sons. Anita Diamant's The Red Tent is an extraordinary and engrossing tale of ancient womanhood and family honour. Told in Dinah's voice, it opens with the story of her
mothers – the four wives of Jacob – each of whom embodies unique feminine traits, and concludes with Dinah's own startling and unforgettable story of betrayal, grief and love. Deeply affecting and intimate, The Red Tent combines
outstandingly rich storytelling with an original insight into women's society in a fascinating period of early history and such is its warmth and candour, it is guaranteed to win the hearts and minds of women across the world. 'I genuinely fell into
this rich and colourful world and Dinah and Leah have stayed with me as ancestors and sisters brought to life by Anita Diamant's imaginative novel' - Maureen Lipman. Adapted as a TV mini series starring Rebecca Ferguson and Minnie Driver.
A Soft Place to Land-Susan Rebecca White 2010-04-06 From the award-winning author of Bound South comes a powerful, moving novel of family loss and sisterly redemption. For more than ten years, Naomi and Phil Harrison enjoyed a
marriage of heady romance, tempered only by the needs of their children. But on a vacation alone, the couple perishes in a flight over the Grand Canyon. After the funeral, their daughters, Ruthie and Julia, are shocked by the provisions in their
will…not the least of which is that they are to be separated. Spanning nearly two decades, the sisters’ journeys take them from their familiar home in Atlanta to sophisticated bohemian San Francisco, a mountain town in Virginia, the campus of
Berkeley, and lofts in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. As they heal from loss, search for love, and begin careers, their sisterhood, once an oasis, becomes complicated by resentment, anger, and jealousy. It seems as though the echoes of their parents’
deaths will never stop reverberating—until another shocking accident changes everything once again.
The Martian Chronicles-Ray Bradbury 2012-04-17 The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed Earth.
Waltzing Australia-Cynthia Clampitt 2007-02-28 Waltzing Australia was born out of a dream-and a journey. After walking away from her corporate career, Cynthia Clampitt headed to Australia, to start over, to write, and to test the limits of what
she could do. Waltzing Australia recounts that joyous adventure. It is a story about change and about making dreams come true. But more than that, it is about Australia: the history, legends and art, both European and Aboriginal; the beauty,
the challenge, the people, the land. From Sydney to Perth, Tasmania to Darwin, tropics to desert, city to wilderness, Clampitt carries the reader along on an exhilarating grand tour of a fascinating country. With a writing style reminiscent of
Annie Dillard, she captures the essence of the land Down Under and invites others to fall in love with Australia.
Afraid to Fall-Erin Cristofoli 2017-05-27 Event planner Jen Weaver loves weddings and romance-for other people. She'd rather focus on her career and leave the emotional stuff to her clients. When her best friend asks Jen to plan her wedding,
resisting best man Liam Galloway is not on the agenda, but he tests her willpower anyway. An unwanted intruder in her thoughts and desires, he is charming, panty-melting, and persistent. Perpetual bachelor Liam feels something inside him
click into place when he reacquaints himself with feisty, beautiful, and assured Jen. Unfortunately for him, marriage isn't on her bucket list. Determined to win her over by any means necessary, the hopeless romantic proposes fun with no
commitment, hoping he'll sway her opinion on love. Can Liam convince Jen that he's worth the fall? Will Jen accept that a career and love are not mutually exclusive? Or will she realize-too late-that some things are worth the sacrifice?
Soft Apocalypse-Will McIntosh 2012-12-06 We've always imagined the world coming to an end in spectacular, explosive fashion. But what if - instead - humanity is just destined to slowly crumble? For Jasper and his nomadic tribe, their former
life as middle-class Americans seems like a distant memory. Their world took a turn for the worse - and then never got better. Resources are running out, jobs keep getting scarcer, and the fabric of society is slowly disintegrating . . . . But in the
midst of this all, Jasper's just a guy trying to make ends meet, find a nice girl who won't screw him around, and keep his group safe on the violent streets. Soft Apocalypse follows the tribe's struggle to find a place for themselves and their
children in the dangerous new place their world has become.
Reinventing Mom-Kelly Pryde, Ph.D. 2013-12 You're on demand 24/7, juggling children, home management, work, relationships, and never-ending to-do lists. You perform superhuman feats of multitasking to get it all done, but the harder you
strive for life balance and happiness, the more tired, frustrated, and underappreciated you feel. Like many moms today, you are simply running on empty. In this guide, Kelly Pryde, Ph.D., combines real-life experiences with extensive research
to help you step out of the hurried fogginess of everyday juggling into a deeper, more joyful experience of motherhood. Her seven pathways of reinvention will help you learn how to: turn around self-limiting beliefs and practices reclaim your
feminine wisdom and restore your energy and mood rethink balance and priorities find joy, meaning, and peace of mind amidst the chaos slow down and reconnect with what matters most to you and your family Filled with practical advice,
inspiring stories, and a wealth of resources, "Reinventing Mom" will support, nurture, and guide you toward becoming the Mom and woman you are meant to be."
Kathryn the Grape Just Like Magic-Kathryn Cloward 2014-03-13 This book has earned the Family Choice Award & Mom's Choice Award for excellence in family-friendly media. POOF! Just Like Magic! Help a child you love discover their inner
magic, develop authentic self-love, and build self esteem with this award winning book. In this first award winning Kathryn the Grape book, readers are introduced to Kathryn the Grape and Maggie the Magical Butterfly, and learn where her
nickname came from! This story helps readers learn the impact of doing the right thing and being helpful to others, the joy in making new friends, and the importance of being fearless in trying new things. Readers are invited into the magical
world of Kathryn the Grape in this dynamic story packed with vibrant illustrations. Everyone is magical! Through Kathryn the Grape Just Like Magic, readers learn about being fearless, courageous, and adventurous in trying new things;
accountability in doing the right thing and helping others; discovering their own inner magic and using it for doing good things; and being friendly to someone who is lonely, and being open to making new friends.
The Fall and Rise of a Street Angel-S. Pam Gordon 2013-04-29 Papoose finds out being on the streets of DC are not exactly what she'd expected. She learns when you play the game, the game may eventually play you. Papoose's journey leads her
on a vicious cycle, but she's determined to clear her path. On this journey Papoose encounters love, betrayal, and loyalty and finds it can be the price one pays when you're addicted to the life style of the streets.
An Alaskan Wedding-Belle Calhoune 2015-08-18 A Town Called Love Reporter Grace Corbett has the lead of a lifetime. The city girl moves to Love, Alaska, where the mayor's "Operation Love" is matching women from across the country with
hunky Alaskan men. Grace pretends to be a woman looking for romance, and her act gets a lot easier when she starts to fall for rugged sheriff Boone Prescott. Grace vowed she'd never let herself love again, but in cold and beautiful Alaska, her
heart is thawing for Boone. Still, to win the lawman she'll have to confess everything…and hope that Operation Love can manage one more happy ending.
Kissing Dead Girls-Daphne Gottlieb 2008 Gertrude Stein's work is co-opted and re-seen in an attempt to unpack the relationship between love and war; Walt Whitman makes a command performance in dismembered bits of forced formal verse;
and "The Exorcist" and "The Devil in Miss Jones" are sutured together in an attempt to locate the horror of desire. Fusing pornography and postfeminist theory, transcript and tell-all, these playful, penetrating poems and stories reach off the
page in search of what it is to be known, both to the masses and to the "Other."
There Will Come Soft Rains-Ray Bradbury 1989-01-01
Love Inspired September 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2-Brenda Minton 2015-09-01 Love Inspired brings you three new titles at a great value, available now! Enjoy these uplifting contemporary romances of faith, forgiveness and hope. THE RANCHER’S
SECOND CHANCE Martin’s Crossing Brenda Minton When former love Grace Thomas shows up at rancher Brody Martin’s door pregnant and in trouble, the handsome cowboy is determined to keep her safe. But can he protect his heart from
the woman who once broke it? LAKESIDE HERO Men of Millbrook Lake Lenora Worth Returning to Millbrook Lake, former marine Alec Caldwell sets about matching injured veterans with service dogs. After meeting baker Marla Hamilton, he
discovers that to heal his own wounds, he’ll need the strength of this lovely widow and her adorable daughter. AN ALASKAN WEDDING Belle Calhoune Grace Corbett may be the prettiest woman sheriff Boone Prescott’s ever seen, but he
quickly recognizes the gorgeous city girl is trouble—for his small town of Love, Alaska, and for his guarded heart.
High Fall-John Mecom 2017-01-20 The Tetons were so named by early French trappers but the sharp crags and remnant glaciers certainly bear little resemblance to the softness of a woman's breast. The mountains attract many hikers and
climbers that risk their lives among the steep ridges and snowfields. Violent death is not uncommon here from exposure, carelessness or just plain bad luck. Then there are some deaths in which fate plays no part.
Pocket Change for Life-Akila Mukarramma 2005-06-01 Pocket Change is a book of wisdom accumulated through life's challenges to make you think. The choices we make are not only crucial to our lives, but to others as well. For this reason
alone, we should be considerate of each other. We many times question our existence because of the strenuous task we encounter. One thing to remember is every problem has a solution. We must always search ourselves for error, that we may
keep an open mind to the truth. This is the responsibility of life. As one needs pocket change for a parking meter or a telephone call, wisdom is needed as well as knowledge.
Cupid & Psyche-Apuleius 1912
Understanding the Fall-Susan McMartin 2012-08-01 "Understanding the fall is Susan's first book and is based on her own personal experience of growing up with an alcoholic parent. She has performed readings of her book and has donated it
to recovery houses and institutions throughout Los Angeles." -- P. [4] of cover.

A Soft Place to Fall-Barbara Bretton 2001 A young widow from charming Shelter Rock Cove, Maine, Annie Galloway has finally found the strength to start a new life. All she needs is courage, and time. The last thing she needs is a handsome,
charming next-door neighbor...
Soft Place to Fall-Ba Tortuga 2020-12-02 Stetson Major and Curtis Traynor are about as opposite as two cowboys can get. Stetson is a rancher, tied to the land he loves in Taos, New Mexico, while Curtis is a rodeo cowboy whose wanderlust
never could be tamed. But now Stetson's momma is dying of Alzheimer's, and she can't remember that Curtis hasn't been Stetson's boyfriend for a long time. Curtis's absence makes her cry, so Stetson swallows his pride and calls his ex-lover.
To Curtis, Stetson is the one who got away, the love of his life. And Momma is his friend, so he's happy to help out. Yet returning to the ranch stirs up all sorts of feelings that, while buried, never really went away. Still, the rodeo nationals are
coming up, and Curtis can't stay-even if he's starting to want to, especially to support Stetson when he needs it most. Stetson and Curtis want to find a place where they both fit, to be there to catch each other when they fall. But family, money
problems, and the call of the rodeo circuit might end their second-chance romance before it even gets started.This is a previously published title. The publisher has changed.
A Soft Place to Fall-Barbara Parsons 2009
A Soft Place to Land-Susan Rebecca White 2010-04-06 From the award-winning author of Bound South comes a powerful, moving novel of family loss and sisterly redemption. For more than ten years, Naomi and Phil Harrison enjoyed a
marriage of heady romance, tempered only by the needs of their children. But on a vacation alone, the couple perishes in a flight over the Grand Canyon. After the funeral, their daughters, Ruthie and Julia, are shocked by the provisions in their
will…not the least of which is that they are to be separated. Spanning nearly two decades, the sisters’ journeys take them from their familiar home in Atlanta to sophisticated bohemian San Francisco, a mountain town in Virginia, the campus of
Berkeley, and lofts in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. As they heal from loss, search for love, and begin careers, their sisterhood, once an oasis, becomes complicated by resentment, anger, and jealousy. It seems as though the echoes of their parents’
deaths will never stop reverberating—until another shocking accident changes everything once again.
A Soft Place to Fall-Liz Flaherty 2013-04 Early McGrath doesn't want freedom from her thirty-year marriage to Nash, but when it's forced upon her, she does the only thing she knows to do-she goes home to the Ridge to reinvent herself. Only
what is someone who's spent her life taking care of other people supposed to do when no one needs her anymore? Even as the threads of her life unravel, she finds new ones- reconnecting with the church of her childhood, building the quilt shop
that has been a long-time dream, and forging a new friendship with her former husband. The definition of freedom changes when it's combined with faith, and through it all perhaps Early and Nash can find a Soft Place to Fall.
A Soft Place To Fall-Victoria Smith 2011-01-13 For every parent/spouse/sibling/loved one of a war fighter, this book will ease your burden. For every soldier/airman/sailor/war fighter, this book is a tribute to you
A Soft Place to Fall-Amber Wynn 2014-07-30 "When love throws feisty Grad student and single mom off her game, she takes on the most challenging fight of her life, breaking the shackles of abuse to open her heart to the man of her dreams."
Thirty-two year old McKenzie Batiste has it all: confidence, ambition, intelligence, and beauty. Honorary president of the "Superwoman" club, this feisty single mom defines the term "Strong Black Woman." Despite the hard blows life has dealt
her, she's risen above a tumultuous childhood, a lonely and painful adulthood to raise a son on her own while she attends grad school and works full time. From the outside looking in, it appears as if she has it all together . . . What could this
strong black woman possibly need? Despite all outward appearances, which McKenzie meticulously crafts, she yearns for a love she can believe in and trust. It's during her Master's program that she finally finds Christian Malveaux, her soul
mate. But as fate would have it, Christian is married. He's a good guy who married for the wrong reasons--bound by expectation and obligation. Christian slowly wins McKenzie's heart over during lengthy discussions about mushy classic R&B
lyrics and intimate moments doing the cha-cha. They laugh, open up, become close and fall in love. Christian shows McKenzie that she can overcome the hurt, betrayal and disappoint- ments of life and trust in love, trust in a man, and trust in
herself. But will she be able to accept his support, understanding, and love and allow him to be for her . . . A Soft Place to Fall.
A Soft Place to Fall-Michael Couch 2017-06-27 Life and relationships are about perspective. A Soft Place to Fall is about the dramatic effect a delirious mania can have on perspective. It is written from two different perspectives.That of Prisiclla
Diffie-Couch (PDC) who experienced such a mania and from the perspective of her husband who saw his wife and loving marriage drastically change for the worse during this event. This look inside the manic mind is a lesson in life to all but
especially for those of you who say, "This could never happen to a well-adjusted, normal, healthy person like me." It did happen to such a person. My mind transformed from that of a bright, ordinary person to that of a psychotic stranger forced
to move out of an attractive upper-middle-class home into the locked ward of a mental hospital. This could happen to anyone. Step into this nightmare turned reality and discover what I could never have imagined might happen to me--a former
teacher, university professor, public speaker and seminar leader. You will come to know how a psychotic event can affect an entire family. You will meet people inside a mental institution and witness the actual spiral away from what we call
sanity--into a delirious, manic reality. (Priscilla Diffie-Couch-PDC)Some speculate that Robert Louis Stevenson subconsciously based his novel of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde on a real life allegory of the time about the mentally ill that roamed the
foggy streets of late 18th century London. It is known that his concept surfaced during a nightmare. Only in nightmare could a highly intelligent and caring doctor turn into a deviant. Stevenson wrote the book in three days while the fear and
obsession of his nightmare remained with him. It is believable that he might have been in psychosis during those three days. If Mr. Stevenson were analyzed under today's mental health guidelines, based on this single event he would be
categorized bipolar. (Michael J. Couch-MJC)
Authentic Relationships-Wayne Jacobsen 2003-09-01 In a culture that promotes isolation and autonomy, this book reveals life-changing methods for creating healthy relationships and authentic community. Readers learn to apply New Testament
principles that capture the essence of Jesus' teachings about effectively caring, serving, and loving one another. Beginning with God's simple command to "Love one another," this book shows how to: * develop deep, genuine friendships * model
to others a relationship with Jesus * create meaningful interaction with strangers * avoid the pitfalls of judging others * show people love, acceptance, kindness, and respect Complete with discussion questions, this book is appropriate for both
individuals and church groups. It is a must for all Christians who wish to practice being the church rather than merely attending one.
Papa and Punchanella-Peter Shore 2020-05-29 There are almost four million grandparent households that are raising their grandchildren. There are many more relative caregivers and adoptive parents integrating displaced children into their
household. Papa & Punchanella is a story for children (and adults might find some wisdom in Papa) about Punchanella's emotional journey from displacement to adoption. It is seen through the eyes of the child who poses many questions that
Papa does his best to answer as Punchanella moves through a sequence of emotions regarding being taken care of by other adults who are not her parents. This book is based on the actual emotional steps my former granddaughter but now
daughter took to find a soft place to fall with love, security, and permanency.
Return to Willow Lake-Susan Wiggs 2013-02-26 When her mother, who is unexpectedly pregnant, receives a devastating diagnosis, Sonnet Romano must decide what really matters in life and, putting her career on hold, stays in Avalon and
takes a job that forces her to work alongside her biggest mistake--award-winning filmmaker Zach Alger.
After the Fall-Ryan Phillips 2005 Abigail Walker and Jarvis Daniels are longtime sweethearts headed in opposite directions. Abby, an aspiring cellist, wants out of her humble Detroit surroundings and is willing to shed blood, sweat, and tears to
make it happen. Jarvis, on the other hand, is perfectly content with life. For him there's plenty of time to become a "responsible adult." For now, heâŁĭs got everything he could want: a roof over his head, a PlayStation, and the love of a good
woman. When Abby's music career takes off and she moves to Chicago, Jarvis gets the boot---sort of. Abby still loves him, but his penchant for faded sweaters and meatball subs just doesnâŁĭt fit into her new, sophisticated world of designer
gowns and concert halls. They're in different leagues and Abby makes no qualms of reminding him of it whenever she deigns to visit him. When the couple is involved in a near-fatal car crash, they are broken, stripped, and broken again both
stumbling through a journey of healing and self-discovery as they struggle to accept the merciful hand of the only One who can help them up after a fall.
Shore Lights-Barbara Bretton 2003 Jobless and divorced, Maddy Bainbridge, along with her four-year-old daughter, returns to the Jersey Shore to live with her mother, where she is faced with family turmoil, and an unexpected romance with
Aidan O'Malley, an ex-firefighter.
Nothing Much Happens-Kathryn Nicolai 2020-10-06 Based on the popular podcast, soothing stories to carry you off to deep, restful sleep Busy minds need a place to rest. Whether you find yourself struggling to sleep, awake in the middle of the
night, or even just anxious as you move through the day, in Nothing Much Happens, Kathryn Nicolai offers a healthy way to ease the mind before bed: through the timeless appeal of classic bedtime stories. Already beloved by millions of podcast
listeners, the stories in Nothing Much Happens explore and expose small sweet moments of joy and relaxation: Sneaking lilacs from an abandoned farm in the spring. Watching fireflies from the deck in the summer. Visiting the local cider mill in
the autumn. Watching the tree lighting in the park with friends in the winter. You'll also find sixteen new stories never before featured on the podcast, along with whimsical illustrations, recipes, and meditations. Using her decades of experience
as a meditation and yoga teacher, Kathryn Nicolai creates a world for you to slip into, one rich in sensory experience that quietly teaches mindfulness and self-compassion, soothes frayed nerves, and builds solid habits for nurturing sleep. A
PENGUIN LIFE TITLE
The Soft Answer-Kathryn Lydon 2019-04-20 How to apply the soft yet effective self defense tactics of the ancient martial art of T'ai Chi when everyday conversations become difficult.
Thou Shalt Kill-Tom P. Brown 2015-08-14 In 2019, America is bordering on financial collapse after engaging in a third conflict in Iraq. On the home front, the president has provided funding for stem cell research, but medical success is
overshadowed after corporate greed intervenes. The intention to benefit those with the greatest need quickly disappears as the replication process is used to clone all major organs. With the advent of cloning, the inevitable occurs when
Americas population reaches the saturation point. A chip is now implanted into all citizens, which signals when someone reaches the mandatory age of death. Years left on a chip are for sale, and the hunt for new chips is on. Meanwhile,
overseas, the war rages, where people die irrespective of age. Lieutenant Roger DeMarco must put an end to the murder of entire innocent Iraqi villages by those who would harvest the enemy and civilians alike. Doctors are caught on opposing
sides of science, and even a reality TV star becomes of national interest when he sells his chip and plans to slowly kill himself in a parade of hedonism. Progress, profit, and morality collide with stunning ferocity as America must evolve or die.
Only Love Today-Rachel Macy Stafford 2017-03-07 Only Love Today is the inspirational read from best-selling author of Hands Free Mama, Rachel Macy Stafford. Millions of Stafford’s fans from her blog and her books find hope, challenge, and
inspiration through her poetic and powerful short pieces on her blog. Only Love Today brings these pieces and many new, original entries together in a beautiful book based around the four seasons. From finding daily surrender in the autumn
and daily hope in the winter, to daily bloom and daily spark in the spring and summer, you will always find fresh beautiful words for your day. With a flexible, non-dated structure, Only Love Today is perfect to pick up at any time of the year and
find hope and encouragement to address your current challenge or need – family, parenting, relationships, finding peace in a stressed out world. Stafford offers you strength and vision for a new and more connected way to live. This is a timeless
book of inspiration to remember and live for what really matters.
Stolen-Lucy Christopher 2014-01-07 A stunning debut novel with an intriguing literary hook: written in part as a letter from a victim to her abductor. Sensitive, sharp, captivating! Gemma, 16, is on layover at Bangkok Airport, en route with her
parents to a vacation in Vietnam. She steps away for just a second, to get a cup of coffee. Ty--rugged, tan, too old, oddly familiar--pays for Gemma's drink. And drugs it. They talk. Their hands touch. And before Gemma knows what's happening,
Ty takes her. Steals her away. The unknowing object of a long obsession, Gemma has been kidnapped by her stalker and brought to the desolate Australian Outback. STOLEN is her gripping story of survival, of how she has to come to terms
with her living nightmare--or die trying to fight it.
Thief of Hearts-L. H. Cosway 2016-09-21 Seduce the teacher. Meet the cousin. Make a deal. Steal the painting. Andrea Anderson has no clue of the thoughts churning around in the dark and dangerous ex-con's head as he enters her classroom.
In fact, she's momentarily lost for words. Not in her entire teaching career has she had a student who looked quite like Stu Cross. A widow at just twenty-eight, love is something Andie hasn't considered a part of her life for a very long time.
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